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Introduction

● What is it?

○ Typing game for beginner programmers

● What’s the purpose?

○ Gives a just start for those wanting to learn a certain 

computer language



Background

● Origins of the idea

○ Reflected on our own experience

● Why is it needed?

○ There are many that don’t know how to type, let alone 

know how to code



Reason Our Game Is So Unique

Through research we have found countless typing and coding games, but there is 

no game that combines the two. The issue is that the typing games are extremely 

interactive and seem exciting for the user, but the coding games just have you copy 

the code that is given with very little explanation of what is actually happening.



Methods

● Methods of teaching

○ Timed Objectives

○ Memorization

○ Techniques

○ Quizzes



Methods(cont’d)

● Unity

○ Offers models, sprites, scenes and materials

○ Team collaboration - built in version control

○ Works well with 2D Games

○ Uses C#



Game Features

Before each game we plan to let the user know exactly what commands and objects 
they are using beforehand. This gives the user better knowledge of what they are using 
before they actually begin to play.



Game Features(cont’d)



Game Features(Cont) 

● To Teach General Keyboard Skills

● User will be able to choose the programming language of 

their choosing

● Mini Games

● User will learn to code big chunks of code

● The game will autosave depending on level

● Mini Games will increase difficulty 

● Leaderboard for each game to show progress



Goals:

● Teach typing and coding, while keeping it fun for all.

○ Should lead to improvements in both coding & typing 

when they finish the program.

● By the end of the semester:

○ Aim to have functionality in our program.

○ Have a working prototype for testing.



Potential Goals:

● Being able to have customization for the avatar character.

○ By implementing a points system, in which points are 

gained by means of completing minigames.

○ Trade those points towards cosmetics.

● Try to incorporate original music pieces rather than using 

copyright free music.

○ Some audio software tools include: Audacity, Adobe 

Soundbooth CS4, Logic Studio , and FLStudio
○ https://answers.unity.com/questions/10684/preferred-audio-software-tools-for-unity-game-deve.html

https://answers.unity.com/questions/10684/preferred-audio-software-tools-for-unity-game-deve.html


Questions?



Thank you for your time


